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From Tradition to Innovation
The book consists of three essays and is an extension of Freud’s work on psychoanalytic theory as a means of generating
hypotheses about historical events. Freud hypothesizes that Moses was not Hebrew, but actually born into Ancient Egyptian
nobility and was probably a follower of Akhenaten, an ancient Egyptian monotheist. Freud contradicts the biblical story of
Moses with his own retelling of events, claiming that Moses only led his close followers into freedom during an unstable
period in Egyptian history after Akhenaten (ca. 1350 BCE) and that they subsequently killed Moses in rebellion and later
combined with another monotheistic tribe in Midian based on a volcanic God, Jahweh. Freud explains that years after the
murder of Moses, the rebels regretted their action, thus forming the concept of the Messiah as a hope for the return of
Moses as the Saviour of the Israelites. Freud said that the guilt from the murder of Moses is inherited through the
generations; this guilt then drives the Jews to religion to make them feel better.

Carl Jung and Maximus the Confessor on Psychic Development
In what ways does psychological development differ from spiritual development and psychological experience from spiritual
experience? Bringing together two disparate theories under a trans-disciplinary framework, G. C. Tympas presents a
comparison of Carl Jung’s theory of psychic development and Maximus the Confessor’s model of spiritual progress. An
‘evolutional’ relationship between the ‘psychological’ and the ‘spiritual’ is proposed for a dynamic interpretation of spiritual
experience. Carl Jung and Maximus the Confessor on Psychic Development offers a creative synthesis of elements and
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directions from both theories and further explores: - Jung’s views on religion in a dialogue with Maximus’ concepts - The
different directions and goals of Jung’s and Maximus’ models - Jung’s ‘Answer to Job’ in relation to Maximus’ theory of ‘final
restoration’. Tympas argues that a synthesis of Jung’s and Maximus’ models comprises a broader trans-disciplinary
paradigm of development, which can serve as a pluralistic framework for considering the composite psycho-spiritual
development. Constructively combining strands of differing disciplines, this book will appeal to those looking to explore the
dialogue between analytical psychology, early Christian theology and Greek philosophy.

Carl Jung
What is the role of the unconscious in our visceral approaches to cinema? Embodied Encounters offers a unique collection of
essays written by leading thinkers and writers in film studies, with a guiding principle that embodied and material existence
can, and perhaps ought to, also allow for the unconscious. The contributors embrace work which has brought ‘the body’
back into film theory and question why psychoanalysis has been excluded from more recent interrogations. The chapters
included here engage with Jung and Freud, Lacan and Bion, and Klein and Winnicott in their interrogations of contemporary
cinema and the moving image. In three parts the book presents examinations of both classic and contemporary films
including Black Swan, Zero Dark Thirty and The Dybbuk: Part 1 – The Desire, the Body and the Unconscious Part 2 –
Psychoanalytical Theories and the Cinema Part 3 – Reflections and Destructions, Mirrors and Transgressions Embodied
Encounters is an eclectic volume which presents in one book the voices of those who work with different psychoanalytical
paradigms. It will be essential reading for psychoanalysts and psychotherapists, scholars and students of film and culture
studies and film makers.

Freud, Master and Friend
Dionysus, god of dismemberment and sponsor of the lost or abandoned feminine, originates both Jungian psychology and
literature in Remembering Dionysus. Characterized by spontaneity, fluid boundaries, sexuality, embodiment, wild nature,
ecstasy and chaos, Dionysus is invoked in the writing of C. G. Jung and James Hillman as the dual necessity to adopt and
dismiss literature for their archetypal vision of the psyche or soul. Susan Rowland describes an emerging paradigm for the
twenty-first century enacting the myth of a god torn apart to be re-membered, and remembered as reborn in a great
renewal of life. Rowland demonstrates how persons, forms of knowing and even eras that dismiss Dionysus are torn apart,
and explores how Jung was Dionysian in providing his most dismembered text, The Red Book. Remembering Dionysus
pursues the rough god into the Sublime in the destruction of meaning in Jung and Jacques Lacan, to a re-membering of
sublime feminine creativity that offers zoe, or rebirth participating in an archetype of instinctual life. This god demands to
be honoured inside our knowing and being, just as he (re)joins us to wild nature. This revealing book will be invigorating
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reading for Jungian analysts, psychotherapists, arts therapists and counsellors, as well as academics and students of
analytical psychology, depth psychology, Jungian and post-Jungian studies, literary studies and ecological humanities.

Phallos
A Most Dangerous Method
Jung as a Writer traces a relationship between Jung and literature by analysing his texts using the methodology of literary
theory. This investigation serves to illuminate the literary nature of Jung’s writing in order to shed new light on his
psychology and its relationship with literature as a cultural practice. Jung employed literary devices throughout his writing,
including direct and indirect argument, anecdote, fantasy, myth, epic, textual analysis and metaphor. Susan Rowland
examines Jung’s use of literary techniques in several of his works, including Anima and Animus, On the Nature of the
Psyche, Psychology and Alchemy and Synchronicity and describes Jung’s need for literature in order to capture in writing his
ideas about the unconscious. Jung as a Writer succeeds in demonstrating Jung’s contribution to literary and cultural theory
in autobiography, gender studies, postmodernism, feminism, deconstruction and hermeneutics and concludes by giving a
new culturally-orientated Jungian criticism. The application of literary theory to Jung’s works provides a new perspective on
Jungian Psychology that will be of interest to anyone involved in the study of Jung, Psychoanalysis, literary theory and
cultural studies.

Civilization and Its Discontents
This is the first fully-illustrated biography of one of the greatest thinkers of the 20th century, famous for his pioneering
exploration of dreams, the unconscious, and spirituality. Carl Jung continues to be revered today as a true revolutionary
who helped to shape psychology, provided a bridge between Western and Eastern spirituality, and brought into general
awareness such fundamental concepts as archetypes, the collective unconscious, and synchronicity. In this important book,
Claire Dunne chronicles Jung's journey of self-discovery from a childhood filled with visions both terrifying and profound,
through his early professional success, to his rediscovery of spirituality in mid-life. Special attention is paid to the
tumultuous relationships between Jung and Sigmund Freud, the unconventional yet vital role performed by his colleague,
Toni Wolff, and the revelatory visions Jung experienced following a close brush with death. The words of Jung himself and
those who shared his work and private life are shared verbatim, connected by Claire Dunne's lively and accessible
commentary and by an evocative array of illustrations including photographs of Jung, his associates, and the environments
in which he lived and worked, as well as art images both ancient and contemporary that reflect Jung's teachings. Jung
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emerges as a healer whose skills arose from having first attended to the wounds in his own soul. This is an essential work of
reference as well as a fascinating and entertaining read for everyone interested in psychology, spirituality, and personal
development.

Embodied Encounters
The classic, in-depth history of psychoanalysis, presenting over a hundred years of thought and theories Sigmund Freud's
concepts have become a part of our psychological vocabulary: unconscious thoughts and feelings, conflict, the meaning of
dreams, the sensuality of childhood. But psychoanalytic thinking has undergone an enormous expansion and transformation
since Freud's death in 1939. With Freud and Beyond, Stephen A. Mitchell and Margaret J. Black make the full scope of
twentieth century psychoanalytic thinking-from Harry Stack Sullivan to Jacques Lacan; D.W. Winnicott to Melanie Kleinavailable for the first time. Richly illustrated with case examples, this lively, jargon-free introduction makes modern
psychoanalytic thought accessible at last.

Freud and Jung
This compilation of sixteen chapters gives a fascinating account of the wide variety of experiences of Jungian analysts
working in different cultures across the world - for example in Russia, China, Poland, Lithuania, South Africa and Mexico. The
contributors describe and reflect on their experiences both of offering and receiving training within these cross-cultural
professional partnerships. The book shows the expansion of distance learning models in analytical psychology, in particular
in so-called "shuttle" programs which have been developed by analysts travelling widely over the past 20 years under the
auspices of the International Association for Analytical Psychology (IAAP). The authors give detailed accounts from both
sides of the mutual encounters and challenges between different cultures, often coloured by recent history including social
trauma. This is a book not only about training but is also an enlightening cultural commentary for our times. The powerful bidirectionality of cultural influence and discovery is apparent in different ways in every chapter. By locating new training
programs not in long-established institutions but within developing groups in other cultures, traditional models of training
have been challenged by different therapeutic environments. Often this has led to imaginative, innovative ways of learning
- as vividly detailed in the chapters. It also prompts a necessary re-appraisal of which concepts feel to be essential to the
core values of our Jungian practice and which show an outdated adherence to culture-bound attitudes. The publication of
this book is a timely reminder that when psychoanalysis and Jungian analysis as we know it is floundering in some Western
countries, new projects in countries seeking to develop an analytic culture give hope for sustaining our professional
practice. This book contains the voices of both seasoned and recently qualified analysts; well-known and new authors. The
contributors come from nine countries including Russia, Poland, Israel, the UK, the USA, Lithuania, Germany, Switzerland
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and Italy.

Freud's 'Outstanding' Colleague/Jung's 'Twin Brother'
This volume is a primer on Freudian psychoanalytical dream interpretation.

Analysis and Activism
"Lucid and convincingMakes clear that [Freud's] vision was limited both by the social climate in which he worked and the
personal experiences he preferred, subconsciously, not to deal with." —Los Angeles Times Sigmund Freud was quite
arguably one of the most influential thinkers of the twentieth century. Yet, over the last decade, portions of his theories of
the mind have suffered remarkably accurate attacks by feminists and even some conservative Freudians. How could this
great mind have been so wrong about women? In The Freudian Mystique, analyst Samuel Slipp offers an explanation of how
such a remarkable and revolutionary thinker could achieve only inadequate theories of female development. Tracing the
gradual evolution of patriarchy and phallocentrism in Western society, Slipp examines the stereotyped attitudes toward
women that were taken for granted in Freud's culture and strongly influenced his thinking on feminine psychology. Of even
greater importance was Freud's relationship with his mother, who emotionally abandoned him when he was two years old.
Slipp brings the tools of a trained clinician into play as he examines, from an object relations perspective, Freud's own preoedipal conflicts, and shows how they influenced Freud's personality as well as the male-centric shape of his theory. Not
limited to only one perspective, The Freudian Mystique analyzes how the entire contextual framework of individual
development, history, and culture affected Freud's work in feminine psychology. The book then looks forward, to
formulating a modern biopsychosocial framework for female gender development.

Freud and Beyond
Jungian Psychoanalysis or Analytical Psychology has evolved in unexpected and exciting ways, exploring new paths in the
spirit of Jung. The openness and diversity of the Jungian approach are captured in this collection of bold new essays by
some of today's most outstanding Jungian analysts. Jungian Psychoanalysis explains what Jungian Psychoanalysis is all
about, how it relates to other types of contemporary therapy, and what it can contribute to the debates now taking place
among psychotherapists all over the world, as dissatisfaction grows with the limitations of both drug treatments and
cognitive-behavioral therapies. This book vividly depicts where Jungian Psychoanalysis has been, where it stands today in
relation to a wide array of clinical issues, and where it is headed as it moves into its second century. "In the thirty-six
chapters of Jungian Psychoanalysis we meet some of the leading thinkers and therapists who embody the living spirit of
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Jung's work in action. This is a fascinating and indispensable book, not only for anyone who practices within the spirit of
Jung's thought but also for anyone who takes up that spirit as a way of conducting their own life."-Robert D. Romanyshyn,
author of The Wounded Researcher: Doing Research with Soul in Mind "Jungian Psychoanalysis is an indispensable resource.
Each chapter brings together Jung's ideas, multidisciplinary sources, other psychologies, case illustrations, and the author's
own reflections. This combination results in exciting new directions for clinical practice. The book skillfully balances
erudition with respect for the mysterious workings of the psyche."-Lawrence R. Alschuler, author of The Psychopolitics of
Liberation: Political Consciousness from a Jungian Perspective "Jung urged his students to work in the spirit rather than the
letter of his depth-psychological theories. In Jungian Psychoanalysis, Jungian analysts from six continents present a
contemporary review of post-Jungian goals, methods, analytic process, and training. Their essays provide compelling
accounts of the revelations and insights encountered by those who experience what it means to be human through a
twenty-first-century Jungian lens."-Beverley Zabriskie, President, Jungian Psychoanalytic Association, New York "The analytic
tradition initiated by C.G. Jung continues to evolve and develop new insights. Jungian Psychoanalysis is essential reading for
therapists, analysts, and scholars who want to understand the most contemporary thinking in this dynamic field"-George B.
Hogenson, author of Jung's Struggle with Freud Murray Stein is the author of The Principle of Individuation (2006), Jung's
Map of the Soul (1998), and Transformation: Emergence of the Self (1998). Dr. Stein is President of the International School
of Analytical Psychology, in Zurich.

Dual Relationships And Psychotherapy
Shamans and Analysts provides a model by which to understand the wounded healer phenomenon. It provides evidence as
to how this dynamic arises and gives a theoretical model by which to understand it, as well as practical implications for the
way analysts' wounds can be transformed and used in their clinical work. By examining shamanism through the lens of
contemporary approaches to archetype theory, this book breaks new ground through specifying the developmental
foreground to the shaman archetype, which not only underpins the wounded healer but constitutes those regarded as ‘true
Jungians’. Further areas of discussion include: Siberian shamanism contemporary archetype theory countertransference
phenomena in psychotherapy socio-cultural applications of psychoanalytic theory. These original and thought-provoking
ideas offer a revolutionary way to understand wounded healers, how they operate and how they should be trained,
ultimately challenging traditional analyst / analysand stereotypes. As such this book will be of great interest to all Jungians,
both in training and practice, as well as psychoanalysts, psychotherapists and counsellors with an interest in the concept of
the wounded healer.

Lingering Shadows
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Andrew Samuels has established an international practice as a political consultant, working with senior politicians, political
parties and activist groups. His lectures and workshops on the application of 'therapy thinking' to social and political issues
attract wide interest. His previous books in this area, such as The Political Psyche and Politics on the Couch, have been
widely appreciated. Now, in a long-anticipated tour-de-force that is both compassionate and intellectually stimulating, this
book deepens in a new and innovate style his engagement with themes such as economics, ecopsychology, leadership,
aggression and violence, the role of the individual in progressive politics, and sexuality and spirituality in political contexts.
The reader is encouraged to move beyond conventional professional or academic discourse by the inclusion of experiential
exercises in the text. In this way, activism and analysis, public and private, therapeutic and more-than-personal are all
brought together in a satisfying yet challenging synthesis.

D. H. Lawrence and Psychoanalysis
Civilization and Its Discontents is considered Freud's most brilliant work. In it he states his views on the broad question of
man's place in the world. It has been praised, dissected, lambasted, interpreted, and reinterpreted. Originally published in
1930, it seeks to answer several questions fundamental to human society and its organization—What influences led to the
creation of civilization? Why and how did it come to be? What determines civilization’s trajectory? This process, argues
Freud, is an inherent quality of civilization that instills perpetual feelings of discontent in its citizens. Freud's theme is that
what works for civilization doesn't necessarily work for man. Man, by nature aggressive and egotistical, seeks selfsatisfaction.

Freud, Jung & Spiritual Psychology
In Freud’s Early Psychoanalysis, Witch Trials and the Inquisitorial Method: The Harsh Therapy, author Kathleen Duffy asks
why Freud compared his ‘hysterical’ patients to the accused women in the witch trials, and his ‘psychoanalytical’ treatment
to the inquisitorial method of their judges. He wrote in 1897 to Wilhelm Fliess: ‘I understand the harsh therapy of the
witches’ judges’. This book proves that Freud’s view of his method as inquisitorial was both serious and accurate. In this
multidisciplinary and in-depth examination, Duffy demonstrates that Freud carefully studied the witch trial literature to
develop the supposed parallels between his patients and the witches and between his own psychoanalytic method and the
judges’ inquisitorial extraction of ‘confessions’, by torture if necessary. She examines in meticulous detail both the witch
trial literature that Freud studied and his own case studies, papers, letters and other writings. She shows that the various
stages of his developing early psychoanalytic method, from the 'Katharina' case of 1893, through the so-called seduction
theory of 1896 and its retraction, to the 'Dora' case of 1900, were indeed in many respects inquisitorial and invalidated his
patients’ experience. This book demonstrates with devastating effect the destructive consequences of Freud’s nineteenthPage 7/16
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century inquisitorial practice. This raises the question about the extent to which his mature practice and psychoanalysis and
psychotherapy today, despite great achievements, remain at times inquisitorial and consequently untrustworthy. This book
will therefore be invaluable not only to academics, practitioners and students of psychoanalysis, psychotherapy, literature,
history and cultural studies, but also to those seeking professional psychoanalytic or psychotherapeutic help.

A New Therapy for Politics?
How did psychoanalysis attain its prominent cultural position? How did it eclipse rival psychologies and psychotherapies,
such that it became natural to bracket Freud with Copernicus and Darwin? Why did Freud 'triumph' to such a degree that
we hardly remember his rivals? This book reconstructs the early controversies around psychoanalysis and shows that rather
than demonstrating its superiority, Freud and his followers rescripted history. This legend-making was not an incidental
addition to psychoanalytic theory but formed its core. Letting the primary material speak for itself, this history
demonstrates the extraordinary apparatus by which this would-be science of psychoanalysis installed itself in contemporary
societies. Beyond psychoanalysis, it opens up the history of the constitution of the modern psychological sciences and
psychotherapies, how they furnished the ideas which we have of ourselves and how these became solidified into
indisputable 'facts'.

Civilization and Its Discontents
A friend of Jung and Winnicott, Michael Fordham was co-editor of the collected works of Jung and the first editor of the
Journal of Anaylytical Psychology. Freud, Jung, Klein - The Fenceless Field draws together his key writings on the relationship
between psychoanalysis and analytical psychology.

Jung as a Writer
A sensational, eye-opening account of Emma Jung’s complex marriage to Carl Gustav Jung and the hitherto unknown role
she played in the early years of the psychoanalytic movement. Clever and ambitious, Emma Jung yearned to study the
natural sciences at the University of Zurich. But the strict rules of proper Swiss society at the beginning of the twentieth
century dictated that a woman of Emma’s stature—one of the richest heiresses in Switzerland—travel to Paris to "finish" her
education, to prepare for marriage to a suitable man. Engaged to the son of one of her father’s wealthy business
colleagues, Emma’s conventional and predictable life was upended when she met Carl Jung. The son of a penniless pastor
working as an assistant physician in an insane asylum, Jung dazzled Emma with his intelligence, confidence, and good
looks. More important, he offered her freedom from the confines of a traditional haute-bourgeois life. But Emma did not
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know that Jung’s charisma masked a dark interior—fostered by a strange, isolated childhood and the sexual abuse he’d
suffered as a boy—as well as a compulsive philandering that would threaten their marriage. Using letters, family interviews,
and rich, never-before-published archival material, Catrine Clay illuminates the Jungs’ unorthodox marriage and explores
how it shaped—and was shaped by—the scandalous new movement of psychoanalysis. Most important, Clay reveals how
Carl Jung could never have achieved what he did without Emma supporting him through his private torments. The Emma
that emerges in the pages of Labyrinths is a strong, brilliant woman, who, with her husband’s encouragement, becomes a
successful analyst in her own right.

Freud
First extensive selection of Freud's correspondence: 315 letters to Einstein, Jung, H. G. Wells, Thomas Mann, many others.
Numerous love letters to Martha Bernays. Bibliography. Footnotes.

The Interpretation of Murder
Sacral Revolutions is a unique project reflecting the contribution that Andrew Samuels has made to the general field of
psychoanalysis and Jungian analysis in both clinical and academic contexts. Gottfried Heuer has brought together an
international array of authors – friends and colleagues of Samuels – to honour his 60th Birthday. As a result, the collection
provides a creative and cutting-edge overview of a fragmented field. The chapters demonstrate the profound sense of
social responsibility of these analysts and academics whose concerns include the mysteries and hidden meanings in social
and political life. This open and engaging volume includes a previously unpublished interview with C. G. Jung, adding to its
usefulness as an essential companion for academics, analysts, therapists and students.

Sexual Revolutions
Otto Gross was the first analyst to link his work with radical politics, connecting inner, personal transformation with outer,
collective change. Since his death in 1920 his work has been suppressed, despite his seminal influence on the developing
analytic discipline and on the fields of sociology, philosophy and literature. Here Gottfried M. Heuer introduces Gross’ life
and ideas, using an innovative, historiographic methodology he terms trans-historical: a psychoanalytic, intersubjective,
and trans-temporal approach to the past, aimed at ‘healing wounded history’ in the present. Heuer considers several
previously unpublished sources to explore Gross’s ideas and legacy as well as his unusually bohemian life. His use of the
anarchist concept of mutuality to develop a relational and intersubjective approach in his own analytic theory and clinical
practice was unique, and his work had a lasting, yet unacknowledged, influence on Freud, Jung (with whom he had the first
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recorded mutual analysis) and many other analysts. His ideas were appropriated by Max Weber, the founder of sociology,
and by the philosopher Martin Buber, playing a pivotal role in what we now call ‘modernity’. Heuer also explores Gross’s
paradigmatic father/son battle with his father Hans, who established the science of criminology, and touches upon Gross’s
links to the literary field of the early 20th century via Kafka, Werfel, et al., German expressionism and the Dada-movement,
as well as the Anglo-American world through the work of D. H. Lawrence. This innovative, multi-faceted approach to Gross’s
work and its influence marks a turning point, putting him firmly on the map of the historiography of analysis as well as
linking this field with the neighbouring disciplines of the history of law and criminology, literature, sociology and philosophy.
In addition, Gross continuing relevance for leading edge clinical and political ideas is addressed. This book will be essential
reading for Jungian and Freudian analysts, psychotherapists and counsellors, academics and students of analysis, politics,
history, criminology and sociology.

Freud's Early Psychoanalysis, Witch Trials and the Inquisitorial Method
Explores the life and work of psychoanalyst Sabina Spielrein through a feminist and mytho-poetic lens. Long stigmatized as
Carl Jung’s hysterical mistress, Sabina Spielrein (1885–1942) was in fact a key figure in the history of psychoanalytic
thought. Born into a Russian Jewish family, she was institutionalized at nineteen in Zurich and became Jung’s patient.
Spielrein went on to earn a doctorate in psychiatry, practiced for over thirty years, and published numerous papers, until
her untimely death in the Holocaust. She developed innovative theories of female sexuality, child development, mythic
archetypes in the human unconscious, and the death instinct. In Sabina Spielrein, Angela M. Sells examines Spielrein’s life
and work from a feminist and mytho-poetic perspective. Drawing on newly translated diaries, papers, and correspondence
with Jung and Sigmund Freud, Sells challenges the suppression of Spielrein’s ideas and shows her to be a significant thinker
in her own right. “This book is a major, perhaps a definitive, contribution to the literature. Angela Sells documents both the
demonization of a great psychoanalytic theorist—mainly because she was a woman and worse still, was once Carl Jung’s
patient. The book’s greatest strength is its power to enlighten and inform and in so doing, to arouse indignation and
amazement at Spielrein’s brilliance and tenacity.” — Phyllis Chesler, author of Women and Madness “This is a pathbreaking
piece of research that not only begins to rehabilitate the reputation of a woman patient of Jung’s, but also suggests that
Spielrein was an important contributor in her own right to the beginnings of psychoanalysis.” — Carol P. Christ, coauthor of
Goddess and God in the World: Conversations in Embodied Theology

The Freud Files
In 1909, as a sadistic killer stalks Manhattan's wealthiest heiresses, Sigmund Freud is called in by American analyst Dr.
Stratham Younger to assist him in interviewing Nora Acton, a hysterical survivor of the killer who can recall nothing about
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the attack. A first novel. Reader's Guide included. Reprint. 100,000 first printing.

Sacral Revolutions
A parody of Freud's writings, features his theories about food and cooking, and recipes for his favorite dishes

Jungian Psychoanalysis
Winner of the Theoretical Category of the American Board & Academy of Psychoanalysis Book Prize for best books
published in 2016 Psychoanalysis Beyond the End of Metaphysics offers a new paradigm approach which advocates
reengaging the importance of metaphysics in psychoanalytic theorizing. The emergence of the relational trend has
witnessed a revitalizing influx of new ideas, reflecting a fundamental commitment to the principle of dialogue. However, the
transition towards a more pluralistic discourse remains a work in progress, and those schools of thought not directly
associated with the relational shift continue to play only a marginal role. In this book, Robin S. Brown argues that for
contemporary psychoanalysis to more adequately reflect a clinical ethos of pluralism, the field must examine the extent to
which a theoretical commitment to the notion of relationship can grow restrictive. Suggesting that in the very effort to
negotiate theoretical biases, psychoanalytic practice may occlude a more adequate recognition of its own evolving
assumptions, Brown proposes that the profession’s advance requires a return to first principles. Arguing for the
fundamental role played by faith in supporting the emergence of consciousness, this work situates itself at the crossroads
of relational, Jungian, and transpersonal approaches to the psyche. Psychoanalysis Beyond the End of Metaphysics will be of
significant interest to all psychodynamically oriented clinicians, alongside scholars of depth psychology and the philosophy
of mind. It will also be helpful to advanced and postgraduate students of psychoanalysis seeking to orient themselves in the
field at present.

Sabina Spielrein
“Has all the elements of a juicy novel . . . riveting. . . . Reudite and elegant.” —Newsday NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE,
Direcetd by Dabid Cronenbertg and STARRING KEIRA KNIGHTLY, VIGGO MORENSEN, MICHAEL FASSBENDER, and VINCENT
CASSEL In 1907, Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung began what promised to be both a momentous collaboration and the deepest
friendship of each man’s life. Six years later they were bitter antagonists, locked in a savage struggle that was as much
personal and emotional as it was theoretical and professional. Between them stood a young woman named Sabina
Spielrein, who had been both patient and lover to Jung and colleague and confidante to Freud before going on to become an
innovative psychoanalyst herself. With the narrative power and emotional impact of great tragedy, A Dangerous Method is
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impossible to put down.

Remembering Dionysus
Letters of Sigmund Freud
Through close examination of the physical, physhological and mythological aspects of phallos, the author differentiates
masculinity from patriarchy and discovers a mysterious, divine reality coequal with the maternal principle as an originating
force in the psyche.

Freud & Jung
This book opens out a wholly new field of enquiry within a familiar subject: it offers a detailed – yet eminently readable –
historical investigation, of a kind never yet undertaken, of the impact of psychoanalysis (at a crucial moment of its history)
on the thinking and writing of D.H. Lawrence. It considers the impact on his writing, through his relationship with Frieda
Weekley, of the maverick Austrian analyst Otto Gross; it situates the great works of 1911-20 in relation to the controversial
issues at stake in the Freud-Jung quarrel, about which his good friend, the English psychoanalyst David Eder, kept him
informed; and it explores his sympathy with the maverick American analyst Trigant Burrow. It is a study to interest a
literary audience by its close reading of Lawrence’s texts, and a psychoanalytic audience by its detailed consideration of the
contribution made to contemporary debate by three comparatively neglected analytic thinkers.

Shamans and Analysts
Hanns Sachs (1881?1947) was one of the earliest psychoanalysts, and a close personal friend of Sigmund Freud. He
became a member of Freud's Secret Committee of six in 1912, Freud describing him as one "in whom my confidence is
unlimited in spite of the shortness of our acquaintance."

Freud's Own Cookbook
An extraordinary collection of thematically linked essays, including THE UNCANNY, SCREEN MEMORIES and FAMILY
ROMANCES. Leonardo da Vinci fascinated Freud primarily because he was keen to know why his personality was so
incomprehensible to his contemporaries. In this probing biographical essay he deconstructs both da Vinci's character and
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the nature of his genius. As ever, many of his exploratory avenues lead to the subject's sexuality - why did da Vinci depict
the naked human body the way hedid? What of his tendency to surround himself with handsome young boys that he took
on as his pupils? Intriguing, thought-provoking and often contentious, this volume contains some of Freud's best writing.

The Uncanny
From the master of Freud debunkers, the book that definitively puts an end to the myth of psychoanalysis and its creator
Since the 1970s, Sigmund Freud’s scientific reputation has been in an accelerating tailspin—but nonetheless the idea
persists that some of his contributions were visionary discoveries of lasting value. Now, drawing on rarely consulted
archives, Frederick Crews has assembled a great volume of evidence that reveals a surprising new Freud: a man who
blundered tragicomically in his dealings with patients, who in fact never cured anyone, who promoted cocaine as a miracle
drug capable of curing a wide range of diseases, and who advanced his career through falsifying case histories and
betraying the mentors who had helped him to rise. The legend has persisted, Crews shows, thanks to Freud’s fictive selfinvention as a master detective of the psyche, and later through a campaign of censorship and falsification conducted by
his followers. A monumental biographical study and a slashing critique, Freud: The Making of an Illusion will stand as the
last word on one of the most significant and contested figures of the twentieth century.

Moses and Monotheism
This definitive sourcebook on the thorny issue of C.G. Jung's alleged anti-Semitism contains twenty essays by renowned
analysts and historians. Includes a bibliographic survey and a summary of significant events and quotations.

Dream Psychology
The ideas of psychoanalyst Otto Gross (1877 – 1920) have had a seminal influence on the development of the
psychoanalytic discipline and yet his work has been largely overlooked. Sexual Revolutions introduces the work of Otto
Gross to the academic and clinical fields of psychoanalysis and Jungian Analysis.

Labyrinths
Jungian psychology has taken a noticeable political turn in the recent years, and analysts and academics whose work draws
on Jung’s ideas have made internationally recognised contributions in many humanitarian, communal and political contexts.
This book brings together a multidisciplinary and international selection of contributors, all of whom have track records as
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activists, to discuss some of the most compelling issues in contemporary politics. Analysis and Activism is presented in six
parts: Section One, Interventions, includes discussion of what working outside the consulting room means, and descriptions
of work with displaced children in Colombia, projects for migrants in Italy and of an analyst’s engagement in the struggles
of indigenous Australians. Section Two, Equalities and Inequalities, tackles topics ranging from the collapse of care systems
in the UK to working with victims of torture. Section Three, Politics and Modernity, looks at the struggles of native people in
Guatemala and Canada and oral history interviews with members of the Chinese/Vietnamese diaspora. Section Four,
Culture and Identity, studies issues of race and class in Brazil, feminism and the gendered imagination, and the introduction
of Obamacare in the USA. Section Five, Cultural Phantoms, examines the continuing trauma of the Cultural Revolution in
China, Jung’s relationship with Jews and Judaism, and German-Jewish dynamics. Finally, Section Six, Nature: Truth and
Reconciliation, looks at our broken connection to nature, town and country planning, and relief work after the 2011
earthquake in Japan. There remains throughout the book an acknowledgement that the project of thinking forward the
political in Jungian psychology can be problematic, given Jung’s own questionable political history. What emerges is a
radical and progressive Jungian approach to politics informed by the spirit of the times as well as by the spirit of the depths.
This cutting-edge collection will be essential reading for Jungian and post-Jungian academics and analysts,
psychotherapists, counsellors and psychologists, and academics and students of politics, sociology, psychosocial studies
and cultural studies.

The Freudian Mystique
Psychoanalysis Beyond the End of Metaphysics
Presents the eminent Austrian psychoanalyst's views on the irreconcilable antagonism between instinctual drives and the
repressive attitudes of civilization.

Freud, Jung, Klein - The Fenceless Field
ìThe opinions expressed in this publication go directly to the challenges we will collectively face as we enter the 21st
century.." -- from the Foreword by Patrick H. DeLeon, PhD, JD, ABPP, Past President, American Psychological Association
ìThis volume, through a series of diverse approaches and considerations, has dispelled for all time the monolithic notion
that dual relationships are always harmful and should be avoidedremarkable and refreshing.î -- Nicholas A. Cummings, PhD,
ScD, Former President., American Psychological Association This book, the first of its kind, covers the clinical, ethical and
legal aspects of non-sexual dual relationships. It provides detailed guidelines on how to navigate the complexities of
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intended and unintended crossings of the boundaries of the therapeutic relationship. Contributors representing various
therapeutic approaches and work settings challenge the prevailing interpretations of ethical standards as presented by the
American Psychological and the American Counseling Associations' Code of Ethics. Through case examples, they
demonstrate how non-sexual dual relationships may result in increased trust, familiarity, and therapeutic effectiveness.
Discussions include concerns of rural, military, church, hearing impaired and other small communities; behavioral,
cognitive, humanistic, and feminist views on DR; and more. This is a book for all practicing therapists. Appendices contain
guidelines to nonsexual dual relationships in psychotherapy.

Selected Works 1901-1920
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